
   HVRT

The High Voltage Ride Through (HVRT) handles the grid 
faults, which are related to a voltage rise. The HVRT 
functionality is applied to each of the three voltage phases. 
The functionality is activated when the voltage rise higher 
than the voltage level defined by the local utility company 
and can be adjusted by parameters. 

Wind turbines regularly trip because of temporary 
overvoltage in countries where grids are unstable from time 
to time. That is why the Chinese authorities now require all 
wind turbines to install a High Voltage Ride Through (HVRT) 
solution to keep the wind turbines in operation and keep the 
grid stable. The Mita HVRT system allows wind turbines to 
keep producing even when the voltage rises. 

   Certified for China

Mita-Teknik offers the “missing link”: a low-cost technical 
HVRT hardware and software solution. It is fully compliant 
with the national standard of the People’s Republic of China.
 
Mita-Teknik has more than 35 years of experience in wind 
power electronics and has successfully delivered systems 
in the areas of control, regulation and surveillance for more 
than 50,000 wind turbines worldwide. 

When temporary overvoltage occurs, the Mita HVRT system 
will protect the wind turbine and ensure optimal turbine 
operation. Consequently, the temporary overvoltage will be 
invisible to the wind turbine; it will merely continue to run. 

Once the overvoltage ceases, the Mita HVRT solution will 
resynchronize the turbine to the grid and reconnect. If the 
overvoltage continues for a longer duration, the Mita HVRT 
will completely disconnect the wind turbine for safety 
reasons. 

   Think Quality

At Mita-Teknik, we expose our products to very harsh tests 
to match the sometimes very rough conditions, where wind 
turbines are located. This ensures a reliable HVRT hardware 
and software solution, designed specifically for the wind 
turbine environment.

   Hardware Protection

Our Mita HVRT solution ensures that HVRT overvoltage is 
not damaging or stopping the wind turbine. As regards to 
the hardware, the Mita HVRT solution includes the following 
evaluations and inspections: 

›  Lightning protection is inspected and upgraded (if 
  necessary) in order to ensure that the system does 
  not stop the wind turbine operation.  
›  All electronic equipment is inspected. This ensures 
  that the equipment will not be damaged or are 
  stopping the wind turbine in case of overvoltage.
  This applies for Switch Moder Power, UPS, converters 
  and chargers.  

High Voltage Ride Through
Even temporary overvoltage in electricity grids cause thousands of 
wind turbines to stop and lose production. Mita-Teknik now offers a 
cost-effective HVRT solution that keeps safe turbine operation when 
the grid voltage exceeds.
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   Software Protection
 
The Mita HVRT solution includes a software upgrade to 
support the HVRT requirements, ensuring optimal operation 
through temporary overvoltage. 

The red line on the figure is calculated by interpolation 
between a set of points. Each point is defined as a time value 
and factor of the nominal voltage and can be configured by 
parameters in the menu system. The voltage must be below 
the red line after a certain time limit. Otherwise, the wind 
turbine will be stopped.

As a rule for high voltage fault, these factors should increase 
monotonously, and timer should decrease monotonously. 
Timer 1 should be longest and factor 1 should be lowest. 

If the voltage on one of the phases rise higher than the red 
line, the wind turbine control system disconnects the turbine 
by setting the status code, ensuring a safe and controlled 
stop of the turbine.  

   HVRT - Protect Your Asset

The Mita HVRT system enhances profitability for wind turbine 
owners. Because wind turbines have multiple complicated 
systems that need to be safely re-started, it can take up to 
20 minutes to fully restart a large wind turbine. With the 
wind blowing strongly, substantial energy can be lost that 
way. The Mita HVRT solution prevents wind turbines from 
automatically shutting down in case of high voltage fault 
and is protecting the wind turbine and its components. 

The advantages of the Mita HVRT solution are:

›  Increased uptime, and thus increased production from  
  wind turbines
›  Low-cost, simple, and reliable
›  Can easily be installed in existing wind turbines
›  Meets the requirements of Chinese authorities
›  Allows existing wind turbines to continue operation for  
  years to come
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NOTE: 
The voltage must be below the red 
line, otherwise the turbine will be 
stopped with SC 110. When FRT is 
enabled, SC 102 is not tested. 


